SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA
would try to do whatever is best
Kathy Bentley
TERI TSAO
The lovely Agriculture Business
management major, in 20 years or so,
and sponsored by Rodeo Club,
Equestrian Club, Agribusiness Club,
AGS Club, Elks Club, FFA,
Campus Theatre, Young Farmers,
Farm Bureau and Cal Poly club.
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She has been active here for
campus affairs and in addition in
a member of the Modern Dance Club,
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would like to be Homecoming Queen because she
would give me the opportunity
to represent the students here.
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Yes On Proposition 2

The passage of Proposition 2 on the November ballot is vital to the student at Cal Poly and at other institutions of higher education throughout the state. Tremendous population growth in California has created building needs which are too great to be met with available funds in the next two years. In 1963, the first year buildings which are to be constructed with the proposed bond money will be made for use, some 27,000 students were enrolled at Cal Poly. In 1964, at least 27,000 students are enrolled, and this threatens to increase to over 30,000 by 1965.

By an overwhelming vote, the State Legislature, with the consent of the Governor, have placed on the November ballot a $380 million State Construction Program bond issue (Proposition 2) to provide the necessary funds. Public advertising of this bond issue has already been made by our Student Affairs Council, a group representative of all the students on campus.

It is with these facts in mind that we endorse Proposition 2 and urge you to vote Yes.

Mild-Mannered Reporter Exposes Trials Of Bus Ride, SLO To SF

By MITCH SHERER

There's a lot to be learned on a bus. For instance, passengers often express their views on their fellow passengers, with results that are sometimes amusing.

This was the case last week on the bus to SLO.

The weather was hot and the sandal-wearing passengers were wearing sunglasses.

A young woman was reading a romance novel while her companion was singing a Bob Dylan song.

A middle-aged man was reading a newspaper and a young couple was playing cards.

Several students immediately noticed the reporter, who was taking notes on a notepad.

The driver of the bus was friendly and the passengers were polite.

People on the bus, on the other hand, seemed to be more interested in the terminal point of the ride. They were chatting and asking about the weather.

A lady asked the reporter what the weather was like and he replied, "It's really hot.

The bus arrived at its destination, and the passengers got off. The reporter continued his journey, back to SLO.

Next time you are on a bus, take note of the people around you and the stories they can tell.

Social Science Professors Attend October Conference

A Harvard University professor has been asked to "deconstruct" the academic community at an early October conference sponsored by the Student Organization at Stanford University. The professor is expected to explore the social and political implications of the academic community.

At the conference attended by social science professors and representatives of the academic community, Marvin Berman of Harvard University gave a lecture entitled "The Academic Community as a Political System.

The conference focused on the importance of the academic community in shaping the nature of the political and social landscape. It provided an opportunity for academic leaders to discuss the challenges facing the academic community and to explore ways to strengthen its role.
"Enjoy Looking At Stars? Using A Telescope Helps"

If you have stars in your eyes or would like to take a closer look at the night sky, using a telescope can help you see beyond what your naked eye can see. We have been working on a new 12-inch telescope for the astronomy classes. Last week it was mounted on a yoke and a wide field of view was gained.

Dr. Lewis Hutton, instructor, gave a demonstration of the telescope and how it can be used to observe the night sky. He showed the students how to use the telescope to view planets, stars, and galaxies. He also explained how to use the telescope to observe the sun and moon safely.

The telescope is located in the Physics Science Department, where it is used to teach students about astronomy. The Physical Science Department also has a smaller telescope that is used for teaching purposes.

With the new telescope, the astronomy classes will be able to observe the night sky in greater detail. The telescope is equipped with a three-inch eyepiece, which allows for a wider field of view. The telescope is also equipped with a camera mount, which allows students to take pictures of the night sky.

We encourage all students interested in astronomy to join the astronomy classes and use the new telescope. The classes meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM. Please contact Dr. Lewis Hutton for more information.
Mustangs To Oppose 49ers
In CCAA Meet Tomorrow

The Long Beach State 49ers are being slammed tonight by the Mustangs in their most recent incursion into many work.

This game, which will start at 8 p.m. tonight at Memorial Coliseum, will be Cal Poly’s second encounter and third South Cali-
fornia Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) conference game.

Coach Howard’s mind is not running on what will be the outcome of the season. “My players just do not appear to be as ready for this game as they were for the last,” he said.

Ward should help us tremendously tomorrow. “We need help from the Homecoming game,” he said, “and that could be the difference between a loss and a win.”

The team’s victory in their same practice field until re-arrangement was released. Two major problems were introduced by Dr. Dan Lawson on the right-hand side of the poster.

A motion to change the rules for the meeting was distributed. Two major problems were introduced by Dr. Dan Lawson on the right-hand side of the poster.

Another problem was introduced by Dr. Dan Lawson on the right-hand side of the poster. The right-hand corner of each poster contained a humorous story that could be quickly read.

The composition of the group was the same as in the previous two contests: Mike Calc and Terry Hitchcock’s tentative wrestling team with the 49ers.

Lost your Shirt?

To raim in this wayward jirn-

ware is simple. First, find the shirt, then find the owner.

The weight classes are 123, 133, and 143 pounds. Intramural team members are 143- and 153-pound, and 153- and 163-pound classes.

Two additional stories, each of with their own shirt, will be available to anyone who seeks to wear a shirt.

The last story of the weekend will be an amusing one that could be enjoyed by anyone.

Coppeland’s Fine Shoes
Tri-Counties Largest Shoe Store
- Selecting the most timely collegiate styles - Award of American Shoe Fitters Institute
- Top name brands for men and women
- 230 W. Fourth St., San Luis Obispo
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Waterpoloists Host
CCAA Champions

The University of Southern California will have their way with the Mustangs this weekend in the USC Aquatic Center. The Los Angeles Daily News has been victorious in the past two contests; Mike Calc and Terry Hitchcock have a long history in the contest.
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Tri-Counties Largest Shoe Store
College Square Shopping Center
- Selling —  Layout — Copy Writing
- Jan 27-28, 1964

KINNEY SHOES

White of Player of The Week Award
Chuck Campbell, Tackle
Oct. 17
America’s Shoe Place of Shoe Fashion
College Square Shopping Center
Main & 10 am. - 9 pm — Sat. 10 am. — 8 pm

KIMBALL TIRE COMPANY

Volt Rubber - Orbitalreading Precision Retreads
Distributor for REMELING and KELLY tires
Also selling Autotile Batteries
Special rates to Cal Poly students
232 Higuera Street
LJ 3-6787

BEEF NEW BREED

ARROW

Cathe

Homecoming QUEEN

Sponsored By Alpha Phi Omega

C&H Sugar

5 lb. bag

Best Bet

Macaroni or Spaghetti

$1

Banquet 8" size Fruit Pies

25¢

Hawthorne Market

2161 Broad St.